Marsh Electronics’ cut and control center, known as Marsh MarVac, is dedicated to continual improvement. Marsh MarVac is your UL Recognized and IPC / WHMA-A-620 source for quality products. Marsh MarVac provides quality and on-time delivery for your wire processing, light cable assemblies, soldering, crimping requirements, light mechanical assembly and component kitting/packaging.

MarVac has the capabilities and knowledge to assist you with your wire processing needs. We have the ability to ultrasonic weld as well as a myriad of terminating processes. MarVac solders, cuts, stripes, hot stamps and kits. Testing to include continuity, pull, resistive, Hi-Pot and functional.

MarVac, being a division of Marsh Electronics, has access to hundreds of passive and electromechanical component lines providing switches, relays, capacitors, resistors, terminal blocks, LEDs, circuit protection and fans. MarVac can modify these components by adding wire, tubing, connectors and marking for identification.

MarVac has the expertise to assemble electro-mechanical assemblies. We offer light machining, riveting, hardware installation, wiring, components and countless styles of enclosures.

MarVac Assemblies provides packaging and kitting services. They have the ability to take several parts and create one “kit” under one-part number. This significantly reduces the number of transactions, as well as providing convenience for the customer. MarVac will custom package and mark bags and/or boxes with most barcode symbology.